Agency and Shows Descriptions with YouTube Video Links
IAI PRESENTATIONS, INC.
Producing thrilling international family shows, entertaining audiences for over 30 years, IAI Presentations
offers outstanding, accessible cultural programming. From THE MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR to THE GREAT
RUSSIAN CIRCUS to SUPERJUMP, DANCE EXTREME and LEZGINKA'S FLYING TZARS, our shows
are so culturally unique, and so visually stunning that they have brought our clients and presenters to a higher
level of success. Working with IAI Presentations, you will experience smooth show operations and professional
support, from contracting right through to the conclusion of your engagement...with IAI Presentations, Your
Success is Our Business!
 IAI YT Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yv3D8t-MiAk
THE MOSCOW BOYS CHOIR®
More than just sopranos! MBC offers a distinctly Russian flavor with fresh intensity. Their Christmas Around
the World repertoire impresses: Classical pieces, charming Holiday Classics, rousing Russian Folksongs. The
depth and beauty of their abilities is enchanting, elevating the choral experience to an entirely new level!
--- Touring Holiday Seasons 2021 & 2022.
 MBC YT Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOipGF7wwXE
SUPERJUMP!
They wow international audiences with high-energy family fun! Rich Russian Acrobatic tradition blends with
the exciting power of their amazing jump rope skills. Be astounded by the explosive athleticism of these
amazing acrobats! Performing outdoors or in, their show adjusts to your venue. Audiences will JUMP for joy
with SUPERJUMP! --- Ideal for Resorts, Fairs & Theme Parks.
 SJ TWO (2) YT Video Links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vASKB8dtzM4 and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkvui801mEw
THE GREAT RUSSIAN CIRCUS
This traditional, thrilling Russian Circus show features all the trappings of a traditional big-top spectacular
without the animals! Funny clowns, beautiful contortionists, gravity-defying jugglers, heart-stopping high-wire
acts, innovative acrobatics and more will enthrall audiences. A fabulous tour de force circus show for everyone!
--- Ideal for Fairs & Theme Parks
 GRC YT Video Links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OayX5C0jk10
LEZGINKA’S FLYING TZARS
A new sensory experience from Russia! This powerful acrobatic dance show features kinetic dance
pyrotechnics from the Lezginka Dancers combined with heart-stopping Russian acrobatics. Audiences thrill to
mesmerizing dance routines as swords blaze and spark, while gliding enchantresses in gorgeous costumes float
upon the stage. Soul stirring music with exotic instruments add real Russian flavor to this fiery, artful show!
--- Touring Seasons Spring or Fall 2021-22
 FZ TWO (2) Video Links: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yilbQat9FwU&t=1s and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BbjfwM_dNMQ
DANCE EXTREME
The “junior” version of the Flying Tzars, but in age only! These astounding youngsters perform complicated
dance routines, gravity defying stage acrobatics, and infuse it all with a youthful exuberance displaying their
incredible talents. Inspiring audiences young and old, this awesome show has something for everyone!
 DE YT Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GzozNR45tA&t=25s

